Short & Sweet: 3 Signs You’re
Building on the Rock

We
live
Michigan.
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Lake

While we go to the big lake most often in the summer months,
we enjoy it best in the fall and winter, after the tourists
have gone home for the season. This winter the Midwest
experienced days of turbulent wind, especially along the lake
shore. The waves reached incredible heights, crashing the
coast and pounding the beaches. Churning. Tossing. Stirring.

Big storms mean big change.

Tweet This

They reshape and sculpt the landscape. Yards of beach can be
gained or lost during the stormy season. Houses built too
close to the shore are at risk. Every year some are lost to
the lake. Expensive, beautiful homes tumble down to the surf
like so many houses of cards. Why? Poor construction? Cheap
materials? No, wrong foundation – they were built upon the
sand.
Sand is unstable—it shifts beneath our feet causing us to
stumble and trip. Sand stings and whips as it is whisked away
by the winds.

I have built upon the sand:
Crumbling castles of pride and foolishness.
Misplaced trust.
Wrong motives.
False doctrines.
A relationship that never should have been.
Habits of sin.

Dreams I built upon the sand came
tumbling down.
I stood among the rubble, thinking all was lost—not realizing
the false had been washed away by the waves to make way for
the True.
Storms
of
life
reshape
the
landscape
of
our
existence—sculpting the substance of our souls. Underneath all
the turmoil God is at work. The Holy Spirit, the breath of
God, blows away the sand and reveals a Rock—a firm foundation.
While the wind and waves bring devastation to the house built

upon the sand, we see a strange phenomenon for the house upon
the Rock. The house is not wrecked or ruined by the waves—it
is refined. Jagged edges smoothed. Rough surfaces polished.
Sharp corners chiseled.

The storms no longer destroy—they
transform.
We no longer have to fear the storms. God uses them as an
effective tool to conform us into the image of His Son. We can
stand upon the Rock with the assurance that because He stands,
we also will stand.

On Christ the solid rock I stand,
all other ground is sinking sand.
24

“Therefore everyone who hears these words of mine and puts
them into practice is like a wise man who built his house on
the rock. 25 The rain came down, the streams rose, and the winds
blew and beat against that house; yet it did not fall, because
it had its foundation on the rock. 26 But everyone who hears
these words of mine and does not put them into practice is
like a foolish man who built his house on sand. 27 The rain came
down, the streams rose, and the winds blew and beat against
that house, and it fell with a great crash.” Matthew 7:24-27

3 signs you are building on the
Rock.
1. Are you building on the Truth? Can everything you are
doing be traced back to Scripture? Is God’s Word at the
foundation of all your decisions and actions?
2. Do you have a good supply of building materials? Are you

filling your mind and heart with God’s Word? What needs
to go? What do you need to add?
3. Are your current projects, relationships, and ideas
built upon rock or sand? Will they stand the storms of
life or are they destined to fall with a mighty crash?
It’s never too late to make a change.
Life is sweet. Build on the Rock.
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